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How to Talk to Kids about
Race and Racism

Racism, Protests, and Injustice

There’s no question: talking about race can be sensitive,
and yes, even a bit messy.

It’s OK not to have all the answers. It’s important
to have the conversation.
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There’s no question: talking about race can be sensi-

By Meghan Holohan

For many parents, talking to their children about
the nationwide protests following the death of

tive, and yes, even a bit messy. And “choosing”

George Floyd may seem daunting. Racism, police

whether or not to talk to your kids about race is an

brutality and civil disobedience are big topics that

option many parents, specifically those of color, don’t

some parents might feel afraid to broach. Yet

have; some children may inevitably learn about it by

experts say it is essential to address them.

confronting racism in their everyday lives.

“Not talking about it sends a message that maybe

This can make the “conversation about race” even

what (children are) feeling isn’t right,” Dr.

trickier, as what is discussed can change depending

Jacqueline Dougé, a Maryland pediatrician and an

on a variety of factors, such as a family’s make up,

author of the American Academy of Pediatrics

their socioeconomic class, or the community they live

(AAP) policy statement The Impact of Racism on

in. Therefore, the context will vary, depending on
who is talking and what their personal experiences

Child and Adolescent Health, told TODAY Parents.
“It also sends a message when it comes time to

are with race and racism.

deal with hard conversations and hard issues …

In short? There’s no “one way” to dive into this topic.

be able to open up my (parents).'”

that perception that child has is, ‘I'm not going to

There’s no such thing as “quick tips” or foolproof advice when it comes to discussing the complexities of

What's more, parents need to help their children

race. But, there are better ways to go about it and

navigate an overwhelming reality and doing so in a

each parent will have to decide for themselves what

transparent way bolsters the child-parent

makes the most sense for them and their family.
Above all, it’s a conversation all parents need to have,
no matter your background or experience. So, if
you’re curious how to get this conversation started,
here’s what the experts have to say.

relationship. "Children are looking to their parents
to filter the world for them. It's their parents'
responsibility to make sense of the world — and
the world can be a big and scary place without
somebody to help," Dr. Nia Heard-Garris, chair of
the AAP section on minority health, equity and
inclusion, told TODAY Parents.
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BOOKS ABOUT RACE AND ETHNICITY
From the American Psychological Association

Reading and discussing books can be an important tool at all ages for promoting strength, health and well-being. Books and the
worlds that readers create serve as safe spaces for youth of color

FEATURED CHILDREN'S BOOK

'Something Happened in Our Town: A Child's Story About Racial Injustice'
Follow two families — one white, one black — as they discuss a police shooting of a Black man in their
community.
FEATURED PARENT BOOK

'A Brighter Day: How Parents Can Help African American Youth'
Featuring fantastic real-life stories, this strategy guide for parents provides the necessary tools for those who
want to make a difference in their children's education.
FEATURED TEACHER BOOK

'Pushout: The Criminalization of Black Girls in Schools'
"Pushout" exposes a world of confined potential and supports the growing movement to address the
policies, practices and cultural illiteracy that push countless students out of school.

For a list of books by age group, please visit this link.
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